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In This Edition: Reviews of the QCX+, ATS – V5, Bayou Jumper #2, ICOM IC-705 Owners
Comments and Review, Transceiver Kit Survey Results
Thanks to everyone who responded to the kit survey. Results and some comments are later in the
newsletter. editor

Winter Field Day January 30/31, 2021 - Winter Field Day Association
(WFDA) is a dedicated group of Amateur Radio Operators who believe that
emergency communications in a winter environment is just as important as the
preparations and practice that is done each summer but with some additional
unique operational concerns. https://www.winterfieldday.com/

George Thomas W5JDX of Amateur Logic TV and Ham Nation
Selected Ridgeland, Mississippi— November 8, 2020 — The newest
recipient of the Homebrew Heroes Award is the host of the first video
amateur radio podcast, AmateurLogic.tv, and host of the video podcast
Ham Nation’s wildly popular segment, Smoke & Solder.

Good News for QRPers: The sun has come alive and Cycle 25 is well on its way with Solar Flux
numbers rising to the high 70’s and low 80’s. You can keep up with the sun’s activity by going to Space
Weather Woman and watching her daily video reports. https://www.spaceweatherwoman.com/

Transceiver Kit Survey
Again thanks for all of the responses, twenty-eight total. While my intent was to receive your most
favorite radio, most of the responses gave several with the most favored as the first and so on. So I
will try to sum it up as the first selected and the most common of all radios mentioned.
There were several ties. The K2 and QCX radios tied for the most received with six each. They also
tied for the first favorite with four each.
The next was the K1 and Wilderness radio at three each for the favorite. The K1 was mentioned five
times overall and the Wilderness was mentioned three times overall.
The Hilltopper radio had four entries with only two as the favorite. There were many others mentioned
such as the PFR3, Emtec 1, Red Hot 20, DSW 20, Norcal 40, SW+ and a few others.
Although not QRP, from the past was an SB-102 and HW-101, both listed as favorite.
So it looks like the K2 and the QCX radios took first place. It was nice to see the Hilltopper and Bayou
Jumper doing fairly well.
Here are a few of the comments received:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

The K2 had to be the most rewarding transceiver kit I built. It was certainly the most
complicated kit I've built.
My favorite kit-built transceiver is the Elecraft K1. I was able to purchase one of the last kits
offered (SN 3528) and built 3 of the 2-band modules to cover 15, 17, 20, 30, 40, and 80 meters.
4SQRP 20 MTR Hill Topper worked well for me. A wonderful rig. Worked European and state
side ops using a long wire portable in NJ.
I enjoyed building the EMTEC 40 meter kit and operated it for several years.
My favorite transceiver is my Hilltopper 20. Reasons - covers entire 20M band, great audio, audio
frequency readout, and decent battery drain. When I am able, I work from the beach, taking
advantage of salt water ground, using Hilltopper, a 4S-tuner, 12 amp/hr battery and inverted V
antenna on a crappie pole. It all fits in a small waterproof carry bag. It gets bright on the beach
so the audio readout is wonderful. Dave Benson has created a marvelous portable radio.
I really like my Hendricks PFR-3. Although bigger than my single band rigs, the 20-30-40 bands
allow me to use a single Zeppelin like wire antenna.
The Bayou Jumper Is my favorite kit. Have worked about 30 states with it and earned my Agent
No. 038.
It would have to be the K2. It set new standards for receiver performance as tested by Rob
Sherwood and by the ARRL. All aspects of this radio are outstanding and resulted in a solid
transceiver at a reasonable price.
QCX+ from qrp-labs is a fantastic performer for its low cost.
KCØPP, editor

QRP-Labs QCX Plus Review
de WØDF
My addiction to solder smoke did it again. In April 2020 QRP-Labs broke the news that the immensely
popular 5 watt QCX transceiver was being upgraded to the QCX-Plus. I already have 40 and 20 meter
QRP-Labs QCX transceivers, but when QRP-Labs proprietor Hans Summers, G0UPL, announced the new
model availability, I couldn’t resist ordering another 20 meter kit along with the cool new enclosure. So
why did I order another 20 meter transceiver one might ask? I use 20 and 40 meters most frequently
and wanted the QCX Plus in the new style enclosure. I plan to convert the older 20 meter rig to 30
meters.
The original QCX line has been around since August of 2017 and has only gone through a few minor easily
accomplished changes that mostly involved software upgrades. Nearly 10K of the QCX’s sold when Hans
announced it was being replaced by the QCX Plus. That’s quite a three year run for any Ham radio
manufacturer. The transceiver is available for 80, 60, 40, 30, 20 or 17m bands, the difference being in
a few capacitors and toroid windings in the low pass filter section. Everything needed to test and align
the transceiver is built in except for a dummy load and power supply. If you don’t already have a dummy
load, one is available from QRP-Labs for an additional $8.50. The cost of the QCX-Plus kit is $55.00
and the enclosure is $25.00. The features of the transceiver are too extensive for this article, but
include built-in keyer, full break-in keying, dual vfo, CW demodulator, and CAT control for computer
logging, just to name a few. For more details please visit QRP-Labs website to peruse the 180 page
instruction manual that includes troubleshooting and theory of operation (http://www.qrp-labs.com). I
don’t think you will find another QRP kit manual anywhere that is as complete as this one is. While you
are on the website check out their GPS receiver and clock kits. I have built both and really like having a
GPS synced clock available in the shack.
The changes between the original QCX and the QCX Plus are basically ergonomics. The circuitry
between the two kits is nearly identical. The most notable change is in the layout of the circuit boards.
The QCX Plus has a larger board which allows for easier building for those of us whose fingers aren’t as
nimble or eyesight quite as good as they used to be. The only SMD component in the kit comes already
soldered to the board. The remaining components are all through-hole and are spaced for easy
installation. There are five toroids that must be wound, but it’s not that difficult if you take your time.
Almost all build problems reported by users have been as a result of poor soldering practice or not
cleaning the enamel from the toroid leads sufficiently before soldering them. I have not experienced
any startup problems with the three units I have built.

Operation of the transceiver is through menu driven choices. The built in keyer can be configured for
Iambic A or B, Ultimatic, or straight key operation. There are 12 programmable memories. WSPR mode
is available by adding the QRP-Labs QLP-1 GPS receiver kit, available for and additional $23.00. CAT
control output is available for computer logging programs such as N1MM+. I have not used the CAT
control yet, but intend to do so during the next QRP CW contest I enter.
The performance of the receiver is excellent. The receiver audio bandwidth is approximately 200 Hz
and incoming signals sound good with no ringing. If I had any complaint about the receiver it would be
the lack of any kind of AGC. Sometimes tuning across a strong signal will make you grab for the
headphones. I attempted to make a “semi-scientific” comparison of the QCX-Plus receiver sensitivity
against my Elecraft K3 transceiver. I zero beat both transceivers to a signal generated by my trusty old
NORCAL FCC1/2 MKII signal generator/frequency counter and then passed the signal through a
homebrew step attenuator left over from my 2 meter fox hunting days. I cannot give you sensitivity
figures due to my crude measuring techniques, but I can tell you that the sensitivity of the QCX-Plus is
VERY good. The QCX-Plus holds its own right up until the signal starts to disappear into the noise level
on both radios.
The unit is sold as having a 5 watt output transmitter. Many user reports that I have read indicate
trouble in achieving 5 watts, especially on a 12 volt battery. I tested mine on one of the 12 volt AGM
batteries that the club gave out at a previous meeting and at 12.5 volts I couldn’t quite make 3 watts.
Using my 13.8 volt (actually measured 13.7 volts) bench supply I read about 3.8 watts. Some users
reported changing the number of turns on the three toroids in the output filter. After doing this to my
QSX-Plus I now have 3.6 watts output on the battery and 4.4 watts on the bench supply. That’s close
enough to 5 watts for me. If one were to short pass the reverse protection diode to up the supply
voltage, I’m sure you could get closer to 5 watts.
I have made a few contacts with the QCX+ and all reports have been good ones. I had the ground
radials to my vertical antenna coiled up at the base of the antenna before mowing the lawn one evening
rendering them useless. Nonetheless, I replied to a CQ from a ZL station (only signal on the band at
about 9 pm). He was responding to my calls but never quite got my call sign complete. Not enough to log
him, but I know he was hearing me at about 3.5 watts out (I hadn’t made the toroid changes yet). If the
radials had been rolled out as they should have been, I feel confident I could have worked the ZL.

If you are looking for a fun project to build, this could be the one. It offers more bang for the buck
than anything else I have seen. For $80.00 including a very nice enclosure, plus $20 additional for
FEDEX 3-4 day shipping time from Turkey where Hans is now located, this is a hard deal to beat. There
may be a short wait to get your hands on one right now as Hans had received orders for more than 750
kits before he got the first one out the door. He has parts on hand for 1000 kits and will be reordering
soon I’m sure. One last plug for QRP-Labs, if 5 watts isn’t your thing, or if you occasionally “feel the
need” for more power, Hans offers a 50 watt output QCX PA amplifier kit for 40, 30 or 20 meters (80
meters under development), $29.00 for the kit with heat sinks, plus $16.00 for a nice enclosure, not
including shipping of course. I’m “feeling the need”. 72 & 73, Dave, WØDF
P.S. If you are interested in seeing the QRP-Labs operation, Hans gave a lengthy ZOOM tour of his
business during the QSO Today Virtual Ham Expo in August. The video tour is now available on You
Tube at the following URL, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0qa3wMkMhsU

Have you picked out a Christmas Gift for yourself yet?
Try one of these fine kits.
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Review
Appalachian Trail Sprint Version 5

(ATS – V5)
Designed and Sold by Steve Weber KD1JV
Background
My first introduction to the ATS series of transceivers was at Dayton a dozen or more years ago.
Dennis Blanchard, (K1YPP) had a table set up and he was talking about his adventures hiking the
Appalachian Trail. He had his hiking equipment, along with the ATS-3 transceiver, on display. He was
also selling a book he wrote “Three Hundred Zeros”.
Dennis started hiking the Appalachian trail after his retirement. He started at the trail head in Springer
Mountain Georgia in March of 2007. He hiked 622 miles before experiencing heart problems. He took
300 days off, logged as “Zero Days”. After completing a heart bypass and rehab, he returned to the
trail the following year. During his down time, he evaluated his hiking equipment and upgraded his
equipment to lighten the load. The QRP radio used on the first part of the trail was home brew. While
recovering he was corresponding with Steve Weber, who is also an avid hiker. Steve sent him an ATS -3
that Dennis used during the completion on the hike. He finished the hike on October 1, 2008, at
Katakana, Maine.
Shortly after meeting Dennis, I met Steve Weber KD1JV at a Hamfest in Baltimore. We were staying
at the same hotel and I met Steve and Dave Benson at the Hotel Bar. We had an enjoyable visit and I
asked Steve to send me a ATS 3 kit. It’s been a fun and reliable radio that I use while on vacations and
at local parks.
The ATS 3 transceiver is mounted in an Altoids Mint box. It has “plug in” band modules for 80, 40, 30,
17 and 15 meters. The frequency is tuned by pushing an up or down button or by entering the frequency
in Morse code. The frequency and other information is available by pushing a button and it is sent in
Morse code. Latter versions had a LED frequency display. Depending on the battery voltage and the

band, the transmitter output is between 2 and 5 Watts. The receiver is very sensitive and has good
selectivity. The rigs have an Iambic Keyer. To keep it simple, there is no volume control.
The radios are built with surface mount components. In the past, Steve recommended building with very
thin solder using a solder iron. He discouraged using solder paste. The radios sold for about $150 or
slightly more depending on the version.
The radios are also available as a commercial version from LNR as Mountain Toppers. The LNR versions
are pre assembled and have a series of switches to change bands, eliminating the plug in modules. They
also have LED or LCD readouts and are mounted in a metal case. The 3 band units are about the same
size as an Altoids can and the others are slightly larger. They start at about $300.
What’s New and Different with the Version 5?
• First of all its a single band radio. It can be built for 40, 30 or 20 meters. Components are
included for each band and you select which band to build it for.
• The power voltage is not as critical. He specifies a maximum of 14.1 volts but it will run on 7
volts. In the past, he recommended never exceeding 12 volts.
• It is still built to fit in Altoids box but the lid is removed and replaced with a PCB Front Panel.
• In the past it was built on a single PCB, with a very small module for each band. It now is built
on two PCB with components on both sides plus the front panel PCB. All three boards are
sandwiched together and mount in the Altoids box.
• The frequency is now selected with a rotary encoder tuning knob• There is TFT color display
that shows frequency, voltage and WPM. It also has menus for setting up message memory,
frequency memory, and other cw options.
• There still is no front panel volume control but it has self-leveling volume adjustment. It does
have screw driver adjusted volume control on the PCB. I see no reason why you couldn’t replace
the control with one that has a shaft and extend it through the front panel.
• The Cost is $60, post paid.
Building the kit
This was my first experience using solder paste. In the past I have used thin (0.015”) solder with a fine
tip on SM components. In preparation for building this kit, I ordered a SMT practice kit on Amazon. I
practiced my skill and gained confidence using solder paste. Steve recommends using a low cost heat gun
that is sold at Hobby Lobby and other craft stores. As I already have a Solder Rework Station, I used
that with the blower turned all the way down. The assembly went very well, much faster than I
anticipated.
The manual is about 26 pages, not nearly as comprehensive at the 180 page manual for the QCX, but very
well written. The experienced builder should have no problems but probably not a good fit for a first

time builder. The parts are well packaged with identification and the strips of SMTs marked or color
coded. You will need a strong magnifying glass. I used a hooded magnifier plus a jewelers loupe.
I put a very small dot of paste on the pads and then place the component on the pad with tweezers and
adjusted the placement with a tooth pick. Then waved the air gun over the component for about 15
seconds. The gray paste then suddenly turns silver and the component will self align on the pad. It was
fun watching the components pop into place. I now look forward to the next surface mount project.
The alignment instructions were easy to follow and no external equipment was needed. He also includes a
template to drill the holes for the Altoids case.
How does it work?
In a word Great! When I hooked up the battery and antenna it came to life on 7020 and a station in
Cuba was calling CQ. By the time I got my key hooked up he was in a QSO, the band changed and he
faded off before I could call him. I then started checking the rig out. The receiver sensitivity is very
good. I compared it to the K3. It can hear anything the “big rig” could hear and the selectivity is good.
The transmitter puts out about 5 watts at 13 volts and about 6 watts at 14 volts. With a 9 volt battery
is still puts out 2.5 watts. The tuning knob and color display are nice additions and I find it much easier
to browse the band and use the other features.
I gave it a workout on the Ohio QSO party. This was from home with a 40 meter dipole in the attic. I
was able worked just about everyone I called. Saturday night I worked F6HKA. This was not surprising
as I have worked Bert many times in the past with 5 watts. Bert was booming in at 599 and gave me a
559. At the end of the QSO he upgraded my report to 579. I always get a kick out of working a DX
station with low power, especially on a rig I have assembled.
In summary:
• Puts out a solid 5 watts
• Sensitive and selective receiver with both crystal and audio filters
• Iambic Keyer with two memories
• Dual VFOs with 10 frequency memories
• Smooth QSK• Low battery drain Receiver current: 60 mA. Transmitter current: 700 ma
• Easy to use tuning with Digital Display
• Fits in your shirt pocket
• Low cost at only $60

The radios are in short supply so if you want one you should follow the daily messages on the Groups web
site.
Steve will send out a message when he has more to release and you must act quickly with a check. I was
fortunate to get in on the first release with serial # 007. You can also find the Manual and other
information in the files section.
https://groups.io/g/kd1jvdesigns/files

72
Bob, KØFHG
__________________________________________________

Building Bayou Jumper #2
A Solid State Replica of the classic World War Two Paraset Spy Radio
The Sequel
By Griff NE3I
In the Spring of 2018, I worked a guy calling CQ around 7.122 MHz who,
was on vacation in New England. He said that he was using a “Bayou
Jumper.” It took two retransmissions on his part for me to confirm that
I decoded that correctly. Intrigued, I searched for the Bayou Jumper
(“BJ”) on the web and found that it was one of the kits offered by the
Four State QRP Group (“4SQRP”). In fact, it was a replica of the World
War Two Paraset Spy Radios used by the Resistance and OSS Agents
behind the lines. Cool! So, I bought and built one and it worked! Using my
indoor 40 Meter Dipole, my initial QSO was with WA9PWP, a member of 4SQRP, (on 7.122 where I
discovered BJs hang out). The next day, June 6, 2018, I had a QSO (on 7.030), with F/ON6JUN/P, a
Special Event Station in Normandy France, commemorating the anniversary of D-Day. How appropriate!
As many of you know, the BJ is comprised of two separate circuits, a crystal controlled transmitter and
a regenerative receiver, the same as the original Paraset. Though of simple design and with a low parts
count, the receiver provides sensitivity and selectivity measured to have a Minimum Discernible Signal of
better than -120 dBm. Switching between transmit and receive is performed with a rotary switch, just
as was done with the original Parasets. As in the original Parasets, there is also a built in CW Key.
Technically, the 2N7000 Master Oscillator, Q5, works against the gate capacitance of the IRF 510
Power Amplifier, Q4, as an unusual inverted Colpits oscillator. The Power Amplifier Q4 is tuned to
operate in the Class E Mode, generating 5 Watts from 13.6 volts, at better than 85% efficiency. The
entire Transceiver was designed to fit inside the smallest of 3 standard wooden boxes available as a set
from Hobby Lobby. Although the Manual describes the Receiver’s selectivity, I found that you still hear
stations off to either side creating, the nostalgia of radio audio heard in old World War Two movies.

I picked up a second unbuilt BJ kit (BJ#2) this summer from a 4SQRP Member who offered it on the
4SQRP BJ Subgroup Reflector. (BJ Kits have sold out and were “Retired”, although there seems to be
renewed interest and some indication of a BJ Kit resurrection possibly, as a 20 Meter version.) The BJ
in the smallest box fits nicely inside the largest box with plenty of room, as shown below, for a mini cw
key, power cables, earbuds, counter poise, battery pack, coax jumper, Coax adapter, the 4S Antenna
Tuner and crystals. I was even able to install a female PL 259 with BNC Jumper in the corner. With the
middle size box remaining, I found that I could build a box within a box to house BJ#2.
I made several mistakes in constructing BJ#2. Two IRF510 Mosfets were supplied one, of superior
quality, intended for the Power Amplifier and the other, for polarity protection. Scrupulously using my
magnifying glass to identify and confirm each and every part, I failed to notice that the two IRF 510s
had been conveniently marked Q4 and Q6 with pen and ink on the reverse side of their heat sink until, I
had incorrectly soldered Q4 into Q6’s spot. Co-Designer Jim, N5IB, promptly responded to my Reflector
inquiry advising to cut it off, get a new one and then proceed. First Mouser Order. Upon completion
however, the BJ receiver would not go into regeneration, despite trying all of the advised adjustments.
RF Hill Club Cavalry came to my rescue. Dan, WA3NFV, (with Jim, WA3EHD in the Bull Pen), spent an
hour and a half, on a Saturday evening tracking down a schematic and, over the RF Hill Repeater, talking
me through trouble shooting the circuits until we located the culprit open L4 inductor. Second Mouser
Order. BJ#2 is now working fine. Photos of BJ#1 and BJ#2 (“The Sequel”), are provided below. I hope
that you enjoy this article and will look for Bayou Jumpers on the air. 73. Griff NE3I
Robert Alan Griffiths

The Icom IC-705
Owners Comments and Review
I have had mine out about 4 times so far. I don’t think I would want to haul it into the woods because of
weight and size but it could be done.
I played with the UHF-VHF a bit and signed up for D-Star but that stuff does not interest me. I am
strictly a CW guy. It is basically a Honey I Shrunk My IC-7300 with UHF and VHF added. It has a ton of
features I will never use but the display and size is right for me. I have had it out doing picnic table
portable and really enjoy it. Is it worth the cost, probably not, but hey what else do I have to spend my
cash on? The speaker volume is plenty good, even outdoors for easy CW copy. The display is easy to read
outdoors and the internal battery lasts plenty long for me. It does not have QSK and that could be a
deal breaker for some. I like QSK but can easily live without it. I have never made a voice contact on it
and probably never will.
I bought what is called a Z bracket for camera use to mount it with. It works really well and has easily
adjustable height and angle for picnic table use. Icom was smart to include a standard 1/4-20 threaded
hole on the bottom so it could use standard camera mounts.
I really like the satellite reception. It locks on fast in my house and outdoors and keeps the clock set.
It does not have an internal ATU but I have the small Elecraft T1 that works very well. But I use
resonant antennas so I really don’t need it.
With internal battery it does 5 watts. I usually bring along a 12 volt battery just in case the bands are
bad so I can use it and crank the power up to 10 watts.
I will most likely have it out again tomorrow, trying to get out before the weather sours.
All in all, if you have a pile of cash to blow on a small portable radio, this is the one to get. It will be hard
to compare it to other QRP rigs as it has so many built in options. Bluetooth, Wifi, GPS, VHF, UHF, great
pan adapter and display, I can’t think of another radio that has all that in a small package.
No buyers remorse here.
Larry
nØsa

ICOM IC-705 First Look
by nØSO
I first saw the new IC-705 back in February at the HamCation 2020 ICOM Booth. There was no
brochure or data sheet available at the hamfest,
but they had a rig that was functional, and its
touchscreen controls worked just like the IC-7610
the BEARS club is now using in our club station. Ray
Novak from ICOM told me it sported features like
built-in GPS, Bluetooth and WiFi. My initial thought
was that this rig could be serious competition for
my KX3.
Around August I noted DX Engineering and several other venders were taking $35 reservation orders
for the first US production units. I signed up for one of the first units from DX Engineering, and it
arrived about three weeks ago.

UNBOXING
Figure 1- The shipping box
The rig appears to be marketed for the POTA, SOTA and portable
operator, including the packaging. I’ve purchased a few ICOM rigs in the
past, and most come in a plain brown or white cardboard box. The IC705 is packaged in a colorful outdoor themed box.

WHAT’S IN THE BOX?
Figure 2 - Box contents (less manual)
1. IC-705 Rig
2. 1880 mAh Li-ion battery
3. Speaker / microphone
4. Fused power cord
5. Bag containing spare fuses, 3.5mm TRS plug, microphone clip
6. Multi manuals in various languages

Overview
SPECS
The rig is small, but it packs a lot of features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bands: 160M – 6M, 2M, 70CM
o Receives from 0.030 -200 MHz and 400 -470 MHz
Modes: CW, AM, SSB, FM, RTTY, DSTAR
Power Output 10W (13.8V Power), 5W (Internal Battery)
Internal speaker (good sound quality)
Nice CW keyer with memory
Voice keyer
500 memory channels
Touchscreen control with Band scope/Waterfall display
Front panel layout, controls and menus same as IC-7300, IC-7610
GPS Receiver, WiFi, Bluetooth

CONNECTIONS:
•
•
•
•
•

Single BNC Antenna
Ground
External Speaker
Microphone
Micro SD memory card (for recording QSOs, settings, logging, etc.)

Figure 3
Antenna, Ground, Speaker, Microphone and SD card Connections

MORE CONNECTIONS:
•
•
•
•

External Amp control (3.5mm TRS)
External ATU control
CW Key/paddles
Micro USB (for rig control, programming, digital modes)

Figure 4
External Amp, ATU, CW Key, Micro USB and 13.8VDC Connections

FIRST ON-AIR IMPRESSIONS
I’ve used the rig on CW, SSB, FM, DSTAR and a few digital modes,
and it’s very impressive.
The rig outputs 10W power when the rig is powered from
13.8VDC. When using the 7.4VDC battery pack, output power is
limited to 5W.

Figure 5 - IC-705 running FT8
Band, frequency, mode, filter settings and a variety of other controls are accessed by simply touching
the display to make adjustments. And a single USB cable is all you need for most digital modes like FT8
or PSK-31. The USB cable provides the CIV serial and sound card audio connections. I have not tried the
‘705 on RTTY yet, but RTTY would be even easier, since it’s built in.
The built-in CW keyer is easy to setup and use. You can pre-program up to eight messages that may then
be sent by touching a control on the touchscreen display.
Same for the Voice keyer. You can easily pre-record up to eight messages that will be transmitted with a
single touch.
The built-in GPS is handy for portable operations, if you need to know what grid square you’re in, simply
turn on the internal GPS and read the grid square from the LOCATION display. Speaking of GPS, the
internal IC-705 clock gets synced to GPS time. According to ICOM, a future use of the IC-705 WiFi

interface will be to provide time services to a PC to sync the PC time. This will be very useful for those
desiring to operate modes like FT8 in the field where Internet time sync is usually not available.
The Bluetooth interface pairs with most of the Bluetooth speakers and headsets I’ve tried but Push To
Talk (PTT) is an issue. I have not been able to figure out how to active the PTT via Bluetooth. That
feature may be limited to the ICOM headsets. The serial CIV connection also works via Bluetooth for
rig control.
The WiFi Interface will allow the IC-705 to connect to your home network. Once connected you can use
ICOMs RS-BA1 software to control the rig remotely. Per ICOM, eventually the rig will act as a WiFi
hotspot and allow connections for rig control. Some of those features are working now, but I’ve found
them to not be very stable at the moment.
On VHF/UHF, the rig comes with a pre-programmed database of FM and DSTAR repeaters. Using the
internal GPS receiver, a user can select “Find Repeaters Near Me” and the rig will display a list of FM
and DSTAR repeaters. Touching the desired repeater on the screen will instantly change frequency and
mode to that repeater. Very handy for traveling! The repeater list is updatable with the free CS-705
programming software.
The IC-705 has a single BNC connector for antenna connection. If you have a separate antenna for
VHF/UHF operations like I do, you will end up cable swapping to change back and forth between HF and
VHF/UHF.
The BP-272 Li-ion battery pack is easily removable from the back of the IC-705, so you can carry a
spare. The same battery pack is also used on a number of ICOM HTs such as the ID-31, ID51 and the
new ID-52.
And one nice feature for travelers: the battery pack may be recharged via the micro USB port. When
traveling with the rig you don’t need to take along a 12V power supply and cable. The rig will operate
from the battery pack, and then you can use the same charging cable you use for your smartphone or
tablet to charge rig. Be aware, charging via USB takes significantly longer that via the 13.8V jack or the
available desk charger.

KX3 COMPARISON
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

The IC-705 is slightly larger than the stock KX3. But my KX3 has the aftermarket side panels
and plastic cover to protect the front panel. With those attached, the two rigs are roughly
the same size.
The KX3 is lighter weight, something to consider if you’re going hiking with the rig.
The KX3 receiver is superior per the specs. I’ve not performed any side by side tests yet.
The KX3 requires opening the case to change batteries. The battery pack on the IC-705 is
easily removable from the back of the rig.
The KX3 has a very versatile built-in ATU. The IC-705 requires a resonant antenna or an
external ATU (NOTE: the Elecraft T1 works well).
The KX3 supports rechargeable batteries, but it requires an optional charging module. The IC705 rechargeable battery pack will charge from a 13.8V source or from the micro USB
connector. The battery pack is also used on several other ICOM HTs. A common battery could
come in handy at times.
The IC-705 audio quality using the built-in speaker is far superior to the KX3.
The IC-705 simpler to operate than the KX3 largely due to the IC-705 touchscreen interface.
The IC-705 has a built-in panadapter display. On the KX3, the panadaper display is an add-on
requiring multiple cables to connect.

CONCLUSION
I purchase the IC-705 as a potential replacement for my KX3 for portable operations. There are a few
things I don’t like about the IC-705 such as the single antenna connection and lack of an ATU, but for
the most part, I find it to be a very nice rig. I like touchscreen user interface and the single USB cable,
for eventually wireless connection for digital modes in the field.
I wouldn’t take the IC-705 (or the KX3, for that matter) on a long backpacking trip, but for camping
portable, cabin portable, picnic table portable, or a day hike to a summit I think the IC-705 is a keeper…
but I want to try a field activation with it before giving up my trusty KX3.

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE VISIT:

http://icomamerica.com/en/products/amateur/handheld/705/default.aspx

The End of an Era
If you are a Ham in or near St. Louis then you are familiar with Gateway Electronics. Since 1960 if you
needed a part for a project or looking for a surplus item Gateway is where you went. It was so
convenient when you needed a resistor, capacitor or other electronic items. Locals could pop over at
lunch or come by on Saturday to pick up what they needed. Saturday’s were especially fun as you would
run into other Hams you knew. Some Saturday’s it was a group of Hams out to breakfast and then a trip
to Gateway. There was a bulletin board that had newsletters from local clubs, for sale items and
announcements for Hamfests. This was before the internet and was one of the few ways to get the
word out. Gateway closed its doors on October 31st 2020 after 60 years.

Electronically Speaking, Gateway's Got It!
Since 1960
Established in 1960, Gateway Electronics is the go-to place for electronics enthusiasts, model railroad &
train hobbyists, amateur radio operators (hams), robot builders, airplane fans, teachers, students, kit
builders, prototypers, networkers, technicians and tekkies, geeks, gadget lovers, audiophiles, installers,
service techs, sound pros, old folks, young folks, and pretty much anyone else who needs electronic
parts!
In 1960, Stu (Stuart Bartfeld) and Lou (Louis Elkins) opened Gateway Electronics in a small store in the
Delmar Loop in St. Louis, Mo. They started with military surplus; electronics as well as military supplies such
as cots, folding shovels, blankets and the like. Barrels of J-38’s and ARC 5 type radios sat on the shelves.
Shipments were late to arrive, and they were still unpacking long after they opened their doors. Customers
came in and helped out, swapped stories, found treasures, and became friends. As we look around our store
today, not much has changed in 60 years.
At one time, along with St. Louis, Gateway had stores in Houston, San Diego and Denver.

Four State QRP Comfortable Nets
Meet each Wednesday night beginning at 20:00 Central Time. Add anything
to the exchange that you wish, temp, rig, ant, etc.
Checking into all, sessions is encouraged. We call it the "Clean Sweep".
•
•
•

20:00 CT ... 40M CW Net on 7122 - WQ5RP/ACØBQ/KV6Z NCS
20:30 CT ... 80M CW Net on 3564 - WQ5RP/WAØITP NCS
21:00 CT ... 80M PSK Net on 3580.5 - WQ5RP/NØTGR NCS

All are welcome!

____________________________________________
DMR Voice Net
Wednesday evening DMR Voice Net will be at (Thursday) 0300 UTC (9:00PM
Central Time Wednesday/) Four States QRP has a Brandmeister DMR Talk
Group (TG31654). Join us to discuss QRP, ask questions, or just ragchew.
The Wednesday net is a directed net but any other time you may use the
Talk Group to chat with other QRPers. Net Control operator is Bert N0̷YJ.
For information and help, check out the DMR subgoup on 4sqrp.groups.io
https://4sqrp.groups.io/g/DigitalFM

Second Sunday Sprint
Occurs on the second Sunday of each month, 7 to 9 PM Central
Any mode, any band (except WARC & 60 mtrs) •

Suggested frequencies: standard calling freq. plus 7122 and 3564 (CW), and 3985,
7285, and 14285 (SB).
as well as the usual QRP watering holes.

QSO's with the same station on different bands are allowed. CW and SB portions of a
band count as two bands.
•
•
•

Calling CQ is suggested to be "CQ 4S"
Exchange is "RST, SPC, member number (power if non-member)"
5 Watts max CW, 10 Watts PEP max SB.

The station with the most contacts each month will be emailed a certificate. Furthermore,
the top three stations with the most SSS contacts during the year will also receive
certificates via email.
Scores are submitted via the qrpcontest.com/4sqrp website (compliments of W8DIZ).
For full details, please download the complete rules (PDF) here.
For questions, please contact John (AA0VE): SecondSundaySprint@4sqrp.com
_______________________________________________________

Thursday Morning
The Four State morning net has been convened for members who like to start the day on
the air.
We meet each Thursday morning at 8:00 AM Central on 7122 kc.
7122 has become the Four State 40M hangout frequency, and often members can be
found there on any morning.

Editors Note:
Articles are needed to make every Banner issue successful. If you have something of interest
please send it to the editor at the email address below. You do not need to send a finished
article. You can send some comments, notes, etc. and I can put it all together for you. Pictures
are always of interest. Some of the items of interest would be outings and /or operating events
by yourself or a group, construction whether equipment, antennas, accessories, QRP Field Day,
SOTA, etc. Anything QRP is welcome.
de KCØPP

editorqrpbanner@gmail.com
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